TODOS Strand at CAMT
Proposal Submission Process

TODOS will be organizing a strand for the 2017 Conference for the Advancement of
Mathematics Teaching (CAMT), July 10 – 12, 2017, Fort Worth Convention Center and Omni
Hotel, Fort Worth, Texas. The theme for the conference is “Bringing Math into Focus.”
A proposal for the TODOS Strand should be consistent with the mission of TODOS and address
at least one of the TODOS goals (http://www.todos-math.org/mission-goals). The presentation
must also adhere to CAMT guidelines
(https://n411.fmphost.com/fmi/webd#CAMT%202017. In particular, please note the following
information from the CAMT Program Chair:
§ Sessions may not be used to sell a product. Although a product may be demonstrated,
teachers should be able to take away information or activities that they can use in the
classroom without purchasing your product.
§ Please make sure your title and description are grammatically correct.
§ The registration fee will be waived for one speaker per proposal submitted.
§ Because we ask speakers to assume the cost of preparing their materials, we recommend
that you keep your handouts to a minimum. We encourage you to make your handout
available to participants by e-mail.
§ AV equipment provided will be a computer projector, a document camera, a screen, and a
power strip. If you need additional equipment, you will need to bring it with you.
§ Wireless Internet will be available in some the meeting rooms.
§ If you would like to be considered for the TODOS Strand at the 2017 CAMT, then:
1. Complete the TODOS speaker proposal form (see link in Enews), and
2. Transmit your completed TODOS proposal form to Carol A. Edwards as an attachment at
csae@cox.net by Friday, August 26, 2017.
The TODOS Conferences Committee will review the proposals for the TODOS Strand and will
notify you regarding your status for the strand by Monday, September 12. The TODOS
Conferences Committee may suggest edits to your proposal to help clarify or strengthen your
title and description. You will then have a few days to return a revised proposal based on the
committee suggestions if you wish. Carol Edwards will then send to the CAMT conference
planners the proposals for the TODOS strand speakers. The CAMT Program Committee will
schedule the chosen presentations.

